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Abstract  

Genomic SSR markers were used to fingerprint and determine genetic similarity (GS) of the 

watermelon breeding lines, as well as the purity of their hybrid derivatives. Cluster analysis and 

Jaccard’s distance coefficients using Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) 

have classified these lines into 3 major groups. Notwithstanding, the genetic background of these lines 

is narrow as revealed by the restricted GS coefficients. Fifty five (55) sets of SSR markers were 

employed in this study. Fourteen of these markers were polymorphic between the breeding lines and 

were used for assessing hybrid purity. Cross-checking assay performed validated nine SSR markers as 

informative SSR markers for purity detection of these hybrids. To confirm the accuracy and efficiency 

of these markers, their derived PCR products were further sequenced, and ClSSR09643, ClSSR18153, 

and ClSSR01623were selected as high-efficiency SSR markers. Interestingly, SSR markers 

ClSSR09643 and ClSSR18153 were broadly applied for purity detection of more than two different 

hybrids while SSR marker ClSSR01623 behaved as specific marker for purity detection in this study. 

Genetic purity of six (6) commercial watermelon hybrids was definitely evaluated using these SSR 

markers. Genetic purity of all tested hybrids exceeded 96%while the field purity was above 98%. 

Genetic purity test was an emergency for identifying off-types and selfed female in a lot of hybrid 

seeds. Here, we elucidated the potential of 9SSR markers including 3 with higher breeding selection 

efficiency. We recommended them to seed company for purity improvement of watermelon commercial 

hybrid varieties 
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Introduction 

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) is an economically important vegetable crop worldwide. In China, 

majority of commercial watermelon varieties are the F1 hybrid type. This creates a high dependency 

ratio on pure hybrid seeds for yield optimization (Zhang et al. 2002; Li et al. 2009; Miao et al. 2010). 

In recent years, there has been a tremendous increase in domestic watermelon varieties. The genetic 
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basis of these watermelon hybrids is narrow due to the fact that high proportion of the F1 hybrids are 

bred from few excellent parents with closed agronomic traits. This increase in domestic watermelon 

varieties has led to varietal mixing thus hampering the watermelon sector. There has equally been a 

nomenclatural confusion where different varieties were registered under the same name. This 

circumstance indirectly inflicted negative effects on farmer’s income and the development of 

watermelon Seed Company (Li et al. 2015in Chinese).Therefore, the protection of Plant Breeder’s 

Rights remained crucial for variety identification. The DUS test is variety identification tests whose 

distinctiveness, uniformity and stability relies basically on the morphological characteristics of the 

plant. In turn, growing season and environmental factors have an influence on plants morphology thus 

contributing to the instability, laborious, costly and time-consuming aspects of DUS test. With the 

advent of molecular marker technologies, the DUS test huddles in crop breeding has been 

circumvented. 

Isozymes application as molecular markers for purity detection and genetic analysis has been a 

success in cucumber (Ma et al. 1986) and watermelon (Zhang et al. 1989; Zhu et al.1992). Nonetheless, 

isoenzyme is not common, the analysis is cumbersome and time-consuming (Jackson 1996). Nowadays, 

the use of DNA markers are frequent and wide for mapping, fingerprinting, genetic diversity and 

population structure analysis in vegetable crops (Bruford et al. 1993; Liu et al. 2004; Mei et al. 2005; 

Ding et al. 2005; Li et al. 2008; Lv et al. 2012; Bo et al. 2015). Numerous DNA marker techniques 

have been employed for watermelon germplasm characterization. These techniques include; random 

amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), inter-simple sequence repeats (ISSR), amplified fragment length 

polymorphism (AFLP) and simple sequence repeat (SSR) (Jarret et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1996; Ouyang 

et al. 1999; Levi et al. 2007; Che et al. 2003; Mujaju et al. 2010). Among these techniques, SSR 

markers are considered the most appropriate for variety identification and genetic purity assessment 

based on the fact that they are characterized by multi-allelic variation, reproducibility, co-dominant, 

relative abundance, and good genome coverage. Moreover, SSR marker provides more genetic 

information due to its multi-allelic nature compared to single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), which is 

diallelic marker (Hamblin et al. 2007; Garke et al. 2012). SSR is grounded on genomic sequences and 

expressed sequence tag (EST), respectively referred to as genomic SSRs and EST-SSRs. Genomic 

SSRs possess highly polymorphic features and the tendency to be distributed throughout the entire 

genome; thus preferred for purity detection.(Wang et al. 2011). The exploitation of SSR markers have 

been successful for hybrid purity detection in a number of agricultural crops including cotton (Rana et 

al. 2006; Liu et al. 2003), rice (Sundaram et al. 2008), sunflower (Pallavi et al. 2011), safflower 

(Naresh et al. 2009), cabbage (Liu et al. 2007), melon (Liu et al. 2006) and watermelon (Kwon et al. 

2013; Li et al. 2015). So far, 57 SSR markers have been developed for watermelon (Jarret et al. 1996; 

Guerra-Sanz, 2002; Joobeur et al. 2006). However, this finite number of SSR for watermelon is less 

informative to differentiate several watermelon varieties (Kwon et al. 2010). Watermelon has 

experienced a long period of domestication and selection for desirable horticultural traits has narrowed 

the genetic background of cultivated species (Levi et al. 2013). 

To date, data generated by the re-sequencing of whole genome for 20 diverse accessions of 

watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) have paved the way for genome based scale development of numerous 

microsatellite markers (Guo et al. 2013). Based on the draft of watermelon genome, a total of 39,523 

microsatellite loci have been identified (Zhu et al. 2016). A total of 32 SSR markers have been 

employed successfully for genetic diversity analysis of 134 watermelon varieties (Zhu et al. 2016). 

Nevertheless, there is little or scanty information on breeding efficiency of these markers in 
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watermelon purity detection and scarcity of knowledge regarding the implication of these markers in 

determining the purity of domestic watermelon hybrid varieties. In this study we present broad and 

specific SSR markers with important breeding efficiency, which can be used for seeds purity 

assessment of watermelon hybrids. These SSR markers could be recommended to breeders or seed 

companies for detecting and improving the purity of commercial watermelon hybrid varieties.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Plant materials and DNA extraction 

Seeds of six commercial watermelon hybrids (Ande, Anran, Bolin, Tianfu No2, Lvfenghuang and 

Huangfenghuang), and their corresponding parental lines (or breeding lines) were used in this study. 

These hybrids have been commercialized for a long time except Bolin hybrid variety that was newly 

introduced and still under promotion. On this basis, nine hundred eighty (980) F1 individuals from 

Bolin and ninety four (94) individuals separately from (Ande, Anran,Tianfu No2, Lvfenghuang and 

Huangfenghuang) were used. Fresh leaves from 30 days plants were collected and DNA extracted 

using NuClean Plant Genomic DNA Kit (CWO531M) protocol (CWBiotech, Beijing, China). The 

concentration of the total pure DNA was adjusted to10 ng/µl.DNA was equally extracted from leaves 

of 12 parental lines and 94F1 plants which were then used for genetic purity assessment. All the 

seedlings were grown in plant nurseries greenhouse of Jiangsu Green Port Modern Agriculture 

Development Company. 

 

SSR marker and PCR based DNA amplification 

A set of fifty five SSR markers were used for polymorphism test. These markers were arbitrarily 

selected among the sets of SSR marker developed by Zhu et al. (2016). A 10µl PCR reactions 

containing1µl of DNA template, 1µl 1 mM dNTPs, 1µl 10xbuffer (-MgCl2), 1µl 25 mM MgCl2, 0.3µl 

(5 units) Taq DNA polymerase (CWBiotech, Beijing, China), 0.8µl each for forward and reverse 

primer at 10 μM, and 4.1µl of sterilized water were mixed in a sterile PCR tube. PCR cycles were 

programmed at 94OC for 2min, 35 cycles of 94OCfor 30sec, 55OCfor 30sec, and 72OC for 30sec. These 

cycles were followed by 72OC for 2min, and then the reaction product was kept at 4OC. PCR reactions 

were performed using aLY96G Thermocycler™ (Huasheng Company., Beijing, China). PCR products 

were separated on 8% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by silver staining and visualization 

under white light. 

 

DNA sequencing of SSR markers 

To sequence polymorphic fragments, PCR products from breeding lines of watermelon hybrids were 

obtained. The purified amplicons were ligated onto pMD19-T Simple Vector. Vector with inserted 

segment of interest was then used to transform competent E. coli cell. Constructs (pMD19-TplusSSR 

marker-based fragments) were commercially sequenced by Huada gene company, Wuhan. Alignments 

of obtained sequences were performed using DNAMAN software. 

 

Grow Out Test (GOT)  

Purity traits evaluation was assessed as described by Kwon (2013). A total of 300plants were randomly 

selected from a population of each F1 hybrid grown in greenhouse during autumn from a field plot of 

8m2with (30cm x 60cm, distance between rows and plant to plants, respectively).Three principal fruits 
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traits were scored through visual observation based on individual fruit shape, color, fruit flesh and 

seeds at harvesting in F1 plants. The field purity percentage was compared with that of genetic purity, 

while the lot purity percentage and confidence interval were predicted using SeedCalc8 

(http://www.seedtest.org/en/).Seeding, transplanting and plants management were handled following 

the standard practice of Jiangsu Green Port Modern Agriculture Development Company. 

. 

Data analysis  

To conduct genetic similarity test among parental lines, ‘1’ and ‘0’ were designed for scoring, 

respectively representing presence and absence of a particular size for each allele of the SSR marker. 

Polymorphic band patterns of each parent were scored based on their derivatives PCR amplicons. The 

polymorphism information content (PIC) was calculated with the help of the formula established by 

Anderson and collaborators (1993): 

 

  

 

 

Where: Pij is the frequency of the jth allele for the ith locus summed across all alleles for the locus. 

Cluster analysis was based on Jaccard’s similarity coefficient (Jaccard, 1908) by using the unweighted 

pair group with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) methods in NTSYS-PC version 2.1b (Rohlf, 2000) 

software package. The DNA fingerprinting was performed by exploiting ‘1’ and ‘0’ scores data while 

fixing all the genetic bands derived from the first parental line A1-2 as reference. Molecular purity was 

examined based on the allele type amplified from F1 hybrids. Hybrid seed with heterozygote parental 

allele was pure whereas that of non-parental or homozygote parental allele was considered impure. 

 

Results 

 

Polymorphism assay and selection of informative SSR markers  

Fourteen (14) of the 55 SSR markers used for screening 12 breeding line of watermelon hybrid 

varieties displayed polymorphism while 63 showed monomorphism among tested parental lines 

(Fig.1a). The DNA fingerprinting revealed different genetic background of the breeding lines based on 

polymorphic markers (Fig.1b). The polymorphism information content (PIC) reflected the diversity and 

frequency of alleles derived with each of the fourteen selected markers through parental lines. The PIC 

value ranged from 0.153 for ClSSR10883 to 0.486 for ClSSR01623, ClSSR03020, ClSSR19435, and 

ClSSR26102 with an average of 0.380 (Table1). Impressively, SSR marker (ClSSR09643) identified 

polymorphism between parental lines of four different hybrids while six markers (ClSSR03020, 

ClSSR19435, ClSSR21962, ClSSR24738, ClSSR26102 and ClSSR31249) detected polymorphism 

between parental lines of three different hybrids.MarkersClSSR05302, ClSSR13608, ClSSR17929, 

ClSSR18153 and ClSSR29449 revealed polymorphism between parental lines of two different hybrids, 

whileClSSR01623 and ClSSR10883 presented polymorphism between parental lines of one hybrid 

(Table1). However, due to the quality of their genetic bands, nine SSR markers (ClSSR09643, With 

respect to the quality of the genetic bands, SSR markers; ClSSR19435, ClSSR21962, ClSSR24738, 

ClSSR26102, ClSSR18153, ClSSR29449, ClSSR01623 and ClSSR10883 were selected as informative 

markers and for subsequent use in genetic purity assessment test.  

 

PICi = 1 –  2ij 

 j=1 

n 
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Genetic similarity of breeding lines and SSR markers spectrum of application  

To investigate on the genetic similarity of the parental lines, polymorphic bands obtained with the 14 

SSR markers were all exploited. Two types of alleles were recorded for each of the SSR marker based 

on their polymorphic band patterns. The genetic similarity coefficients (GS) ranged between 0.44 and 

0.79, with a mean value of 0.61 (Table S1). Based on dendrogram, the 12 parental lines could be 

differentiated into 12 distinctive genotypes, which were subsequently grouped into 3 major clusters 

(Fig.S1). Although the breeding lines are classified in 3 different clusters, their genetic similarity 

remained muchclosed. Similarity coefficients of 0.48 was found between Cluster1(Ande male, Ande 

female, Anran male, Anran female, Bolin female, Tianfu No2 male, Lvfenghuang male, Lvfenghuang 

female, Huangfenghuang male, Huangfenghuang female) and Cluster2 (Tianfu No2 female) while 

coefficient 0.44was observed between cluster2 and cluster3(Bolin male)(Table S1).Seven of these 

markers (ClSSR09643, ClSSR19435, ClSSR21962, ClSSR24738, ClSSR26102, ClSSR29449and 

ClSSR10883) were detected as inter-clusters polymorphic markers and  two (ClSSR01623 

andClSSR18153) as intra-cluster polymorphic markers.  

 

DNA sequencing and selection of efficient SSR markers 

To confirm the polymorphism of these markers at the molecular level, DNA fragments amplified using 

the aforementioned 9 SSR informative markers were sequenced. Amplicon obtained from three of 

these SSR markers were successfully sequenced with strong polymorphic information. Upon analysis, 

24bp of SSR motif insertion/deletion-based polymorphism was detected between alleles from parental 

lines of three different hybrids, including Ande, Bolin and Tianfu No2 while 21bp 

insertion/deletion-based polymorphism was found between alleles from the parental lines of hybrid 

Huangfenghuang (Fig.S2a-b)using marker ClSSR09643(Fig.S3b). Meanwhile, 10bp of SSR motif 

insertion/deletion polymorphism was identified between alleles from the parental lines of Anran and 

Huangfenghuang for marker ClSSR18153 (Fig.S2c) and 9bp of SSR motif insertion/deletion was 

observed between alleles from Lvfenghuang parental lines as revealed by marker ClSSR01623 

(Fig.S3c). Therefore, these 3 SSR markers (high-efficiency marker) were chosen to be applied in 

genetic purity detection. 

 

Applicability of genetic purity assessment of watermelon varieties using SSR markers 

To assess genetic purity of the six commercial watermelon hybrid varieties, the high-efficiency SSR 

markers were used alongside six informative markers for the purpose of cross-checking (Table1). 

Respective watermelon hybrid and their corresponding parental lines were examined. The percentage 

purity recorded with SSR marker ClSSR09643was 96.81%-Ande hybrid, 99.80%-Bolin, and 

100%-Tianfu No2 and Huangfenghuang (Table 2a and Fig.2 a-c). Using SeedCalc8at 95% of 

confidence level, the seed lot purity for Ande was above 91.96% with a confidence interval between 

90.96 and 99.34%, and that of Bolin was greater than 99.36% with confidence interval between 96.26 

and 99.98. In addition, the seed lot purity of Tianfu No2 and Huangfenghuang was predicted to be 

above 96.93% with confidence interval between 96.23 and 100.00% (Table 2a).A cross-checking assay 

was performed using six informative markers (ClSSR24738, ClSSR21962, ClSSR10883, ClSSR29449, 

ClSSR26102 and ClSSR18153) to elucidate the performance and accuracy of markers (Table1, Fig.3b). 

On the other hand, purity of 100% was observed for the hybrid varieties Anran and Huangfenghuang as 

revealed by marker ClSSR18153 (Table1 and Fig.3a-b). At 95% confidence level, seed lot purity of 

Anran and Huangfenghuang was predicted to be above 96.93%with confidence interval between 96.23 
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and 100.00% (Table2a). This marker result was cross-checked using 3 informative SSR markers 

(ClSSR09643, ClSSR21962 and ClSSR26102) (Table1, Fig.2d and Fig.S5c-d). SSR marker 

ClSSR01623 showed 100% of seed purity in Lvfenghuang (Table 2a and Fig.2c). At 95% confidence 

level, seed lot purity was predicted to be above 96.93%at a confidence interval between 96.23 and 

100.00% (Table 2a). This result was checked using SSR markers ClSSR19435, ClSSR24738 and 

ClSSR26102 (Table1, Fig.S4c and Fig.S5 a,d).  

 

Assessment of watermelon hybrid field purity (GOT) 

At maturity, hybrid fruit skin was green (Fig.4a, c, e and i), yellow (Fig.4g) light green (Fig.4k). On 

cutting open the fruits, it was found that the hybrid fruit flesh was red (Fig.4b, d and l), yellow (Fig.4f, 

j) and pink (Fig.4h). The seed purity of 300 individual for each of the 6 F1 hybrids plants was 100%. 

The seed lot purity of the six commercial hybrids was 99.01%, at 95% of confidence level with 

confidence interval between 98.78% and 100%(Table2b).Comparatively, a perfect congruity was 

observed between the field and genetic purity of Anran, Tianfu No2, Lvfenghuang and 

Huangfenghuang hybrids while slight differences were recorded between the field and genetic purity of 

Ande and Bolin hybrids. GOT purity value of these two hybrids was higher than the genetic purity. 

Comprehensively, all the six watermelon hybrids have presented more than 95% of purity based on 

molecular and GOT test. 

 

Discussion 

 

PCR based marker technology has identified GS among parental and high-efficiency SSR 

markers for hybrid purity assessment 

DNA markers technology is a prominent genetic tool with reliability and accuracy for the assessment 

of hybrid purity in crop breeding. Genomic SSRs offer advantage over expressed sequence tag (EST) 

due to their high polymorphism and whole plant genome coverage (Wang et al. 2011), which differs 

them from EST-SSR that are restricted to variations detection in the expressed portion of the genome 

(Varshney et al. 2005; Kalia et al. 2011). Due to the limited genetic variation among cultivated 

watermelon, it is understandable to apply genomic SSR in purity detection test. In this work, fourteen 

watermelon SSR markers selected from previously published set of markers (Zhu et al. 2016) were 

employed hybrid purity test. These SSRs have been reported to generate polymorphic, sharp, clear and 

robust amplification products from 12 morphologically different watermelon breeding lines. They 

assisted in discriminating watermelon breeding lines and grouping them into 12 different genotypes 

although their genetic similarity remained closed. In our findings, the genetic similarity among parental 

lines is closer and this confirms that the genetic background of cultivated watermelon varieties is 

narrow, consistent with previous reports (Kwon et al. 2010; Levi et al. 2013).Similar findings were 

previously reported in watermelon using molecular markers (Zhu et al. 2016).Such close similarities 

may be due to the use of a few excellent breeding lines, which results in a narrowed genetic 

background of their F1 hybrids derivative. Nucleotides sequences of amplified fragments using marker 

ClSSR18153 from the parental lines of the hybrid Ande and Huangfenghuang are almost the same. In 

addition, those obtained using ClSSR09643 from the hybrid Ande, Bolin, TianfuNo2 and 

Huangfenghuang are also similar. DNA sequencing of amplicons from these two markers corroborate 

the restricted genetic background between watermelon parental lines. However, based on fingerprinting 

result of the parental lines of watermelon varieties, we speculated the usefulness of these markers sets 
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in genetic similarity test and hybrid purity detection. In course of molecular purity detection analysis, 9 

of these markers, designated as informative SSR markers shown amplicons with clear band patterns 

from all the hybrids and their corresponding breeding lines. These markers are classified as broad 

spectrum SSR markers (ClSSR09643, ClSSR19435, ClSSR21962, ClSSR24738, ClSSR26102, 

ClSSR29449 and ClSSR10883) and specific markers (ClSSR01623 andClSSR18153) due to their 

cross-varieties transferability rate for hybrid purity evaluation in watermelon. Different cross-species 

SSR markers have been developed in cucurbits (Levi et al. 2007; Hu et al. 2010; Zhu et al. 

2016).However, there has been little or limited information regarding cross-varieties SSR marker due 

to the restricted genetic background of watermelon varieties. We believe that these cross-varieties SSR 

markers could immensely assist breeders in watermelon seed purity determination. Knowledge and 

availability of these markers would advantageous for easy and quick performance of purity test for 

several watermelon varieties using few markers, thus saving time and cost associated with purity test. 

In contrast, specific markers may be less polymorphic through different varieties or germplasm. 

However, they would have advantage of specifically detecting purity in few or a single hybrid variety, 

which could make them capable for protecting varieties and the breeder’s rights. Nevertheless, the 

techniques leading to their applicability is laborious, time-consuming and costly compared to 

techniques when using cross-varieties SSR marker. Selection of specific marker for purity detection 

may depend on quantity and quality of materials used. Functionally (or breeding efficiency), all the 

informative markers could be effectively used for purity detection for the six commercial hybrids. At 

molecular level, only three markers showed high-efficiency with respect to their degree of accuracy 

and was selected as high-efficiency SSR markers. 

 

Genetic and field tests were simultaneously needed for hybrid purity enhancement in watermelon 

Many researchers have elucidated the weaknesses of DNA marker technology (Bussell et al. 2005; 

Simmons et al. 2007; Gort et al. 2008). The common shortcomings of DNA marker technology were 

described, especially false positive or negative occurrence due to genetic distance between marker and 

gene of interest, which can compromise PCR based results (As reviewed by Poczai et al. 2013). To 

circumvent these shortcomings, marker assay experiments should be accompanied by GOT for 

confirmation for authenticity of results. Generally, GOT has been applied in the assessment of hybrid 

seeds purity using phenotypic traits. The seed purity of these commercial hybrids was characterized by 

three fruit related traits that can be easily recognized by farmers. All the six commercial hybrids used 

in this study showed 100% of seed purity on field evaluation. Four hybrids; Anran, TianfuNo2, 

Lvfenghuang and Huangfenghuang displayed the best seed purity when considering the field and 

molecular data. This impressive seed purity identified may not only demonstrate high seed production 

efficiency but also high degree of accuracy of SSR markers used. The fact that all individuals selected 

were genetically pure should not be roll out for the deviation in purity recorded for Ande and Bolin 

according to the field and molecular data. Seed sampling was done randomly, from this it is 

understandable that all the F1 individuals selected from the seed lots may carry heterozygote parental 

alleles. In case of Bolin and Ande, the field purity percentage exceeds that obtained with SSR markers, 

indicating the existence of impurities in seeds lot. These impurities might come from contamination 

during seed processing and selfing of female parental lines instead of hybridization. Though this 

discrepancy encountered between the GOT and molecular test results, Bolin and Anran have 

comprehensively exhibited more than 98% and 95% of hybrid purity, respectively. The purity of these 

hybrids can be increased by improving the seed production techniques and genetic purity of their 
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parental lines under assistance with the high-efficiency SSR markers. Thereby, those varieties can be 

widely promoted, and at the same time, the selected high-efficiency SSR markers can be recommended 

for assisting their field purity test. Notwithstanding, agronomic traits are vulnerable to cultural practice 

and environment, thus PCR based co-dominant markers has been regarded most suitable method to 

assist in hybrid purity assessment (Naresh et al. 2009). These results demonstrate the usefulness and 

need of molecular analysis in hybrid purity detection. Molecular markers can allow tracking and 

estimating impurities such as off-types and selfed female seeds in commercial seed lots. This work 

recommends 9 informative markers including 3high-efficiency SSR markers for the seed purity 

improvement of commercial watermelon hybrid varieties. 

 

Conclusion 

Many watermelon hybrid varieties were commercially promoted worldwide. However, there are 

concerns regarding their purity levels due to seed contamination such as off-type and selfed female, 

which often occur during seed production and processing. Field test could be compromised by the 

cultural practice and environment, thus reduce the accuracy of selection.DNA marker technology is 

appropriate method for assisting in hybrid purity detection. Therefore, application of field and 

molecular techniques could simultaneously lead to accurate estimation of hybrid purity of commercial 

seed lots. In this study,9 informative markers including 3 high-efficiency SSR markers were suggested 

for purity detection of six commercial watermelon hybrids. 
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Fig.1 Polymorphism analysis and DNA fingerprinting of the 12 parental lines in this study. a polymorphism test using highly 
polymorphic SSR markers; Italic numbers I ,II, III, IV, V and VI indicated the hybrid variety Ande, Anran, Bolin, Tianfu No2, 
Lvfenghuang and Huangfenghuang, respectively; The number 2= ClSSR01623, 3= ClSSR03020, 5= ClSSR05302, 10= 
ClSSR09643, 11= ClSSR10883, 13= ClSSR13608, 16= ClSSR17929, 18= ClSSR18153, 19= ClSSR19435, 21= ClSSR21962, 
23= ClSSR24738, 25= ClSSR26102, 29= ClSSR29449 and 32= ClSSR31249 are the 14 highly polymorphic SSR markers. b 
DNA fingerprinting of 12 parental lines using the 14 highly polymorphic SSR markers with the grey squares representing the 
presence and white absence of allele. A1-2 = Ande male, A1-3 = Ande female, A2-2= Anran male, A2-3= Anran female, A3-2= 
Bolin male, A3-3= Bolin female, A4-2= Tianfu No2 male, A4-3= Tianfu No2 female, A5-2= Lvfenghuang male, A5-3= 
Lvfenghuang female, A6-2= Huangfenghuang male and A6-3= Huangfenghuang female are the parental lines used. M =marker; 
Red and black arrows indicate polymorphic band patterns scored; black arrow head indicates existence of heterozygote allele in 
line A2-3 as revealed by SSR marker ClSSR31249; 2-32 are the polymorphic SSR marker used in this study .
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Fig. 2 Genetic purity detection of four different watermelon hybrids using a high-efficiency SSR marker 
ClSSR09643. Hybrids indicated as a Bolin, b Ande, c TianfuNo2 and d Huangfenghuang; M represents 
DL500 bp marker; A3-2/ A3-3 parental lines of Bolin, A1-2/ A1-3 are parental lines of Ande, A4-2/ 
A4-3 are parental lines of Tianfu No2, and A6-2/ A6-3 are parental lines of Huangfenghuang. Red 
arrows indicate impurity (off-types), and length of polymorphic fragments amplified from each 
parental lines were indicates at the right side for each of the photograph.
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Fig.3 Genetic purity detection of three watermelon hybrids using high-efficiency SSR markers ClSSR18153 and ClSSR01623. a-b Purity of Anran and Huangfenghuang 
hybrid varieties  assessed with SSR marker ClSSR18153and c that of Lvfenghuang hybrid detected with ClSSR01623;M represents DL500 bp marker; A2-2/A2-3 indicates 
parental lines of Anran,A6-2/A6-3 are parental lines of Huangfenghuang, and A5-2/A5-3 are parental lines of Lvfenghuang; The length of polymorphic fragments amplified 
from each parental lines is indicated at the right side for each of the photograph.
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Figure

Fig. 4.  Fruits traits characteristics of six commercial hybrid varieties of watermelon, Fruit shape and 
flesh colors for the respective hybrid varieties are presented side-by-side.a-b Ande, c-d Anran, e-f 
Bolin, g-h Huangfenghuang, i-j Lvfenghuang, k-l Tianfu No2 at maturity.
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Table.1.List of high-efficiency and selected informative markers for watermelon purity detection 

 

I=Ande, II=Anran, III=Bolin, IV=TianfuNo2, V=Lvfenghuang, VI=Huangfenghuang 

Bold represent efficient markers, Italic represent informative markers 

Reference indicates the figures of the cross-checking results I=Ande, II=Anran, III=Bolin, IV=Tianfu 

No2, V=Lvfenghuang, VI=Huangfenghuang. PIC= Polymorphism Information Content, SSR markers 

in bold are sequenced markers, CC showed the cross-checked SSR markers 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Code SSR Marker  Hybrid variety Cross-checking Reference PIC 

2 ClSSR01623 (V) 19.ClSSR19435 (V) 

23.ClSSR24738 (V) 

25.ClSSR26102 (V) 

Fig.S5a 

Fig.S4c 

Fig.S5d 

0.486  

3 ClSSR03020 (I) ,(V), (VI)   0.486 

5 ClSSR05302 (III),(IV)   0.278 

10  ClSSR09643 (I),(III),(IV),(VI) 23.ClSSR24738 (I) 

21.ClSSR21962 (I) 

11.ClSSR10883 (III) 

29.ClSSR29449 (III) 

21.ClSSR21962 (III,VI) 

25.ClSSR26102 (IV,VI) 

18.ClSSR18153 (VI) 

Fig.S4 a 

Fig.S5 c 

Fig.S4 d 

Fig.S5 b 

Fig.S5 c 

Fig.S5 d 

Fig.3 b 

0.444   

11 ClSSR10883 (III)   0.153 

13 ClSSR13608 (I),(VI)   0.444 

16 ClSSR17929 (I),(II)   0.278 

18  ClSSR18153 (II),(VI) 10.ClSSR09643 (VI) 

21.ClSSR21962 (VI) 

25.ClSSR26102 (VI) 

Fig.2d 

Fig.S5c 

Fig.S5d 

0.278   

19 ClSSR19435 (III),(IV),(V)   0.486 

21 ClSSR21962 (I), (III),(VI)   0.375 

23 ClSSR24738 (I),(IV), (V)   0.375 

25 ClSSR26102 (IV),(V),(VI)   0.486 

29 ClSSR29449 (III),(IV)   0.278 

32 ClSSR31249 (III),(IV),(VI)   0.469 
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Table2: Molecular and field purity percentages of six watermelon hybrid varieties; (a)-Identification of 

genetic purity of hybrid varieties with SSR markers; (b)-Identification of field purity of hybrids based 

on fruits traits  

(a) 

 

(b) 

aconfidence interval 

 

 

Genetic purity identification of hybrid based on SSR markers 

Hybrid variety Sample purity % Confidence level % Seed lot purity% aConf. interval 

Ande (I) 96.81 95.00 91.96 90.96-99.34 

Anran (II) 100.00 95.00 99.93 96.23-100.00 

Bolin (III) 99.80 95.00 99.36 96.26-99.98 

Tianfu No2 (IV) 100.00 95.00 96.93 96.23-100.00 

Lvfenghuang (V) 100.00 95.00 96.93 96.23-100.00 

Huangfenghuang (VI) 100.00 95.00 96.93 96.23-100.00 

Identification of field purity of hybrids based on fruits traits  

Hybrid variety Hybrid purity % Confidence level % Seed lot purity% aConf. interval 

Ande (I) 100.00 95 99.01 98.78-100.00 

Anran (II) 100.00 95 99.01 98.78-100.00 

Bolin (III) 100.00 95 99.01 98.78-100.00 

Tianfu No2 (IV) 100.00 95 99.01 98.78-100.00 

Lvfenghuang (V) 100.00 95 99.01 98.78-100.00 

Huangfenghuang (VI) 100.00 95 99.01 98.78-100.00 
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Fig.S1Dendrogram showing three major clusters designated as 1, 2 and 3for12parental lines of 

watermelon hybrid varieties constructed using UPGMA and based on 14 SSR markers. The hybrid 

varieties are represented as: A1-2 = Ande male, A1-3 = Ande female, A2-2= Anran male, A2-3= Anran 

female, A3-2= Bolin male, A3-3= Bolin female, A4-2= Tianfu No2 male, A4-3= Tianfu No2 female, 

A5-2= Lvfenghuang male, A5-3= Lvfenghuang female, A6-2=Huangfenghuang male, A6-3= 

Huangfenghuang female. 
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Fig.S2 Molecular characterization of DNA fragments amplified with high-efficiency SSR markers. 

a-b DNA sequencing result of parental lines of Ande and Bolin watermelon hybrid obtained with

ClSSR09643; c DNA sequencing result of parental lines of Anran and Huangfenghuang using 

ClSSR18153. 
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Fig.S3 Molecular characterization of DNA fragments obtained with high-efficiency SSR markers. a-b 

DNA sequencing result of parental lines of TianfuNo2 and Huangfenghuang hybrid amplified using 

ClSSR09643; c DNA sequencing result of parental lines of Lvfenghuang hybrid obtained using 

ClSSR01623 
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Fig. S4 Detected and cross-checked purity of watermelon hybrid varieties. a Detected purity of 

additional F1’s individuals from Bolin hybrid variety with high-efficiency marker ClSSR09643; b-c 

Cross-checked purity of  Ande and Lvfenghuang with ClSSR24738; d Cross-checked purity of Bolin 

using SSR marker ClSSR10883;M represents DL500 bp marker; A3-2 and A3-3 parental lines of Bolin, 

A1-2/A1-3 are parental lines of Ande while A5-2/A5-3 are parental lines of Lvfenghuang; Red arrows 

indicate impurity (off-types), length of polymorphic fragments amplified from each parental lines is 

indicated at the right side of the photograph. 
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Fig. S5 Cross-checked purity of watermelon hybrid varieties. a-c purity of Lvfenghuang with 

ClSSR19435; Bolin using ClSSR29449 and Ande, Bolin and Huangfenghuang with ClSSR21962, 

respectively. d Purity of  Tianfu No2, Lvfenghuang and Huangfenghuang, by using SSR marker 

ClSSR26102;M represents DL500 bp marker; A1-2/A1-3 indicate parental lines of 

Ande,A3-2/A3-3-parental lines of Bolin, A4-2/A4-3-parental lines of Tianfu No2, A5-2/A5-3-parental 

lines of Lvfenghuang and A6-2/A6-3parental lines of Huangfenghuang. 
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Table S1 

Genetic similarity coefficients between watermelon parental lines (GS) 

Parents GS 

A3-2&A3-3 0.44 

A4-2&A4-3 0.48 

A1-2&A1-3 0.58 

A6-2&A6-3 0.65 

A5-2&A5-3 0.69 

A2-2&A2-3 0.79 

GS=Genetic similarity. A1-2 = Ande male, A1-3 = Ande female, A2-2= Anran male, A2-3= Anran 

female, A3-2= Bolin male, A3-3= Bolin female, A4-2= Tianfu No2 male, A4-3= Tianfu No2 female, 

A5-2= Lvfenghuang male, A5-3= Lvfenghuang female, A6-2= Huangfenghuang male, A6-3= 

Huangfenghuang female 
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Table S2  

Information on the primers used for the 14 polymorphic SSR markers 

Chr. =chromosome 

AT= Annealing Temperature 

bp=base pair 

Code Primers name Forward primers sequence (5՜-3՜) Reverse primers sequence (5՜-3՜) SSR Motif Chr. Chr. Location AT Fragment size (bp) 

2 ClSSR01623 AGAGGAAACCTTGCAGCTTG TCCTTCCTGTGGATGTAGGC (AAG)11 Chr.1 13794490 60.00 119 

3 ClSSR03020 CGACGAATCAATTTGAGCCT GGGACAAAAATAAATAATGGCTACG (AAAT)5 Chr.1 30376856 61.03 162 

5 ClSSR05302 CAAGTAGTGGGTGAGGGGTC AAACACACATCGCACATTTGA (TA)9 Chr.2 21948886 60.03 195 

10 ClSSR09643 TTGTTTGACGAGATTCACGC GGACCGGAAAGATGAGACAG (AAAAAT)5 Chr.4 127638 59.65 183 

11 ClSSR10883 CGCTCATTGGCTTCTTGAAT ATCCACTTTGAAACAACGCC (TC)28 Chr.4 18759705 59.98 204 

13 ClSSR13608 TAGTAAGTGAAAGGGCGGGA TGGGATGAAATCCGAAACAT (AAAT)5 Chr.5 19323186 60.13 168 

16 ClSSR17929 CAACCAAACAATTAGCCAGTTT TCTCCAACCTGGAAAGAAGG (AT)11 Chr.6 24652727 59.25 193 

18 ClSSR18153 TAGCAAGCGGCACCTTATTT TGATTCCTTCCCTCCTAACCT (AGAAG)4 Chr.6 26429077 59.72 152 

19 ClSSR19435 CAAGCTCAACCCACGATTTT AGCCACAAACAAGAAGCACC (TGA)11 Chr.7 13862797 60.3 275 

21 ClSSR21962 TCATCCTCTCAAAATCCTACCAA TGCTTTTGTCATCTCCCTCA (AAT)9 Chr.8 14645315 59.37 119 

23 ClSSR24738 CGTAAGATACAAGGGCCTGAA TGCTACATCATCTAACGCGG (ATGATT)6 Chr.9 10239334 59.86 226 

25 ClSSR26102 TGGAGAAAAAGCTTACTTCAAAGC AGGGGGAACAAAACCATTTC (TAT)11 Chr.9 30869849 60.03 179 

29 ClSSR29449 TAAAGAGATACCCATGCCCG CAAACGCCCTCCAAAAATAA (TA)9 Chr.10 27867582 59.94 213 

32 ClSSR31249 ATTCGTGCGCTTCAACTTTT ATGGTCATTTTGCTCCAAGG (ATTA)6 Chr.11 20055439 59.93 223 
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